Q2 CAC Meeting
5/24/2021
Attendees: Claire Kantor, Kim Schlaepfer, Bill Shrum, Melissa Kirr, Michael Rodenak, Aaron
Sifuentes, Adam Quinton, Amy Fiala, Eva Wilson , Beth Markham, Chris Wolff, Chris Simonton,
Derek Place, Beth Reilly, Jackie VanEyll, James Dilzell, Jared Barnes, Jesse Masten, Joe
Limone, John Gitchell, JohnRyan Lockman, Kate Manzer, Ken Marchetti, Kira Koppel, Kristen
Bertuglia, Kristen Hartel, Laura Bohannon, Mackenzie Koffenberger, Matt Parker, Matt Scherr,
Matt Donovan, Maureen Mulcahy, Michael Gonzales, Mikayla Curtis, Mike Steiner, Miki
Salamon, Morgan Hill, Nikki Maline, Nina Waysdorf, Olivia Cook, Paul Abling, Phi Filerman, Bob
Allstadt, Rita Mary Hennigan, Roberto Morales, Sam Phillips , Sara Nadolny , Sarah Smith
Hymes, Scott Ruff, Shawn Bruckman, Stefan Johnson, Susie Kincade, Tanya Allen, Tim Braun,
Carly West

Session 1: Guest Presentation
Patricial Rothwell, Executive Director, Energy Efficiency Business Coalition
Colorado Workforce Development Labor Supply Chain Realities and Challenges
● Will walk through goals
○ Taken 30 years for US to get 30% of buildings to be energy efficient
○ Now, by 2030, these energy and beneficial electrification goals are becoming
more apparent
■ For heat pumps, as an example, it might take 300,000 heat pump
installations by 2030
■ 35,000 AC units that need to be replaced, 900 contractors with 250
rebating energy efficiency units, and 7-10 are doing 80% of energy
efficiency rebates → less than 100 heat pump installations/year
■ How can we scale this to 2,000 heat pumps per year??

●
●

●

●

●

Wave of climate action that creates an increasing demand for construction, but there’s a
massive labor gap that can’t meet current demand (funnel trying to control a wave)
○ What is causing the labor gap and what needs to change to deliver the demand?
Potential solutions:
○ Filling the pipeline with skilled labor:
■ Harvard Review says it is mathematically impossible to meet the current
demand in the construction industry
■ How to get employees to stay and how to find more
■ Not enough to just fill the pipeline
○ Negative industry image
■ Also have clean construction jobs to change the brand image continue
■ 65% labor turnover rate → Hire 10, lose 7
● Cost for turnover is 4x the cost of salary and hiring
■ Aging workforce → lose 4 retirees, gain 1 new gen worker
Home services industry is the fastest growing industry right now → energy industry is
contributing
○ NAHB did a study that said 69% of members report that project delays are due to
labor shortages
Entire issue is compounding
○ Who is filling the pipeline: 2,000 skilled laborers → Association of general
contractors are putting out 500/year
■ But for Colorado, we’ll need 6900 individuals/year, not including those
retiring → ends up being about 10,000 people per year to cover the gaps
in the industry
● **doesn’t include demand created by climate goals

●

●
●

●

■ Within 7 years, 48,000 individuals
CO, 15,500 new jobs that will be needed to meet energy efficiency and BE goals on top
of the 48,000 jobs

How do you align construction industry and city goals?
○ Need a market transformation
○ **#1 thing is getting younger generation in**
More representation?
○ More important to mobilize the supply chain
○ Need to understand total replacements for end of life units→ heat pumps, dual
fuel options, etc.
■ Understand gaps, then fill numbers

Questions for Patricia? Feedback?
Tim B.
● If we don’t make up this gap, have to pay skilled labor more and more which makes it
difficult to install new systems → expensive to keep these people
○ Training and developing youth
○ Reinvigorating that skilled labor/skilled trade as an option coming out of high
school
● Patricia: there are a lot of organizations filling the pipeline
○ If we go back to Denver Public Schools and say they need to up their numbers
that are graduating into the trade industry, how do we do this?
○ Need big campaigns: awareness, positive image campaigns, etc.
■ Get kids hyped on trades at a young age, before counselors and parents
get hung up on the college pipeline

Sarah Smith Hymes
● Can we engage the undocumented immigrant community?
○ Patricia: I haven’t been in any conversations about this, but I worked with a
pallet company that tapped into the refugees that came into Denver
■ Lost new employee every 3 months
■ Changed culture to address the culture of folks who are working for them
● Potluck lunches
● Now have 3 year turnover rate
● Do you anticipate supply chain problem growth?
○ Patricia: we are losing a lot of the owners (retiring). How do we help them get a
younger generation in to help them build an exit company?
■ Can’t meet demand now, and demand is only increasing→ prices go up,
slower cycle time, etc.
Kristen Bertuglia:
● What role do you think local governments and or Holy Cross Energy have in minimizing
turnover if that is a bigger issue (in addition to total numbers) ? Is it cultural? Pay? Both?
○ Patricia: there are 6 or 7 strategies that need to be happening simultaneously
between multiple industries
■ A lot of really good solutions happening: organizations filling pipeline with
skilled labor, etc. but too many factors involved that make it difficult for
companies to hire somebody
● Find an ideal worker: completely in the zone, in the middle but
close, or out of the zone
○ How do you manage all three groups to keep them?
● Gap between contractors installing heat pumps and using utility
rebates and those who are not?
Beth Reilly
● If you were to corner those 3rd graders to 8th graders, how do you tell them about that
future?
○ Patricia: building science- need to know about houses as a system
■ How they’re wired as students
■ Electrification is the wave of the future
● Could get into the construction side, be an auditor, etc.
■ Solar and renewable are the “sexy” job, but a lot of really good jobs in the
code/higher code
● ex) a lot of the time, same crews install different codes
○ Installing higher performing specs aren’t getting paid more
○ Code job→ to green job→ to clean job, not a direct path
■ Performance contracting is a great area to get into

Session 2: Sector Working Group Updates
As a reminder, all roads lead back to the Climate Action Plan!
Buildings

● What should I be thinking about as a CAC Partner?
○
○
○
○
○
○

Electrification is in “testing” phase. If you have equipment replacement
opportunities, work with CAC partners to ID options for all-electric!
Energy efficiency of our existing buildings is critical! If you are in the
benchmarking program ask yourself –
1) Am I paying attention to how much energy our buildings are using?
2) How can I use this information to reduce energy use?
3) How can I take advantage of the CAC network to move forward efficiency
projects?
Has my community (the one you live in or work for) adopted the electric-ready
code? Is there an opportunity for me (as an individual or business) to ask elected
leaders to support the code adoption?

● Building Code
○

3 electric-ready elements that are little-to-no cost and enable net zero, all-electric
ready homes in Eagle County
■ 1) EV Ready
■ 2) Minimum Electric Service Capacity
■ 3) Solar-Ready
■
■

Critical step to supporting future electrification efforts
Still allow for natural gas to be used

■

○
○

Showcases as a community the direction we want and prioritizes the
foundational elements to move us toward our goals
Avon adopted new code last summer, Eagle County will hopefully release code
update this summer
Vail, Eagle, and Minturn → consistency is key!
■ Will be reaching out to all of you

● Benchmarking
○
○
○
○
○
○

Piloted the program last year
■ Voluntary program
6 organizations
2,340,370 sq ft
55 buildings
179 meters
Looking to open up the program to the rest of our local gov partners next year
■ If you’re interested in participating, please reach out
■ Critical components that need to be involved to ensure benchmarking is
effective
● Data must be entered on a regular basis
● Reviewing energy use data on an annual basis and looking for
areas of improvement
● Make a plan! → up the efficiency, swap equipment, other capital
upgrades to cut energy use
● Benchmarking enables you to very easily see impact of the
projects

● Beneficial Electrification: Nikki Maline
○
○

○
○

Info in follow up email
Aggressive electrification goals set- won’t be able to fulfill 5% goal until we can
overcome current roadblocks→ focus is addressing those
■ Cost
■ Training for contractors and for the general public
■ Experts for consulting and bidding projects
■ Good boiler replacement options
■ Electrical upgrade costs
■ Education about newer heat pump technologies that work in high
mountain communities
Gotten many calls that indicate a desire for all-electric, so we need to continue
this momentum!
What are we doing now?
■ Upcoming trainings
■

June 15th @ 5:30pm – New Build Electrification – Consumers
webinar. See the WMSC website calendar for registration.
https://www.walkingmountains.org/event/webinar-new-construction-consu
mers/

●

■

■

■

○

We did one for contractors specifically in April about NEW
Buildings, and that is recorded and available, connect with the
energy team in WM Sustainability to get that.

Fall Webinar Series for consumers about heat pumps: September 8,
15, and 22 at 5:30 (3 Wednesdays in a row) watch the WMSC website
calendar to register for these, they will be available for registration in the
next couple of weeks:
●

Sept 8th: Heat Pumps for homes with ducted furnace systems

●

Sept 15th: Mini-split heat pumps for home with electric baseboard
heating

●

Sept 22nd: Heat pumps for homes with radiant in-floor heating

●

These webinars and several past webinars have been a
collaboration between WMSC, HCE, CORE, CLEER, ESC, and
the CEO. The previous ones are all recorded and hosted on
YouTube - we will send you the link in the follow-up email, and
there are several contractor specific ones saved, FYI. under the
WMSC Channel and the playlist called “Energy Programs”:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLt1_urzIFtoke708grWBKA
F7QG9lSagYv

HCE heat pump preferred contractor list (Mary will get this finalized
after she is back on June 1st) – CORE, CLEER, WMSC, & HCE will all
collaborate on and agree on requirements for.

Case studies to share with contractors and consumers to showcase
electrification
● Retrofits in Eagle and Wild Ridge
● New construction projects in Horse Mountain Ranch and Lake
Creek, and on WM campus
● 5 mobile homes completed in the BEECH initiative
● Please connect with Nikki, Sam, Matt, or Claire if you have case
study ideas or know of local electrification projects!
■ HCE will have beneficial electrification program finalized in the fall and will
do a big push for advertising
■ Rebates!
● Really good heat pump rebates out there
● ex) HCE is rebating up to $850/ton, and $3,000 for home or
$6,000 for business from WMSC
Buildings Group:
■ How electrification goes beyond heat pumps for heating and water
heating, we will start the discussions about A/C being added, electric
furnaces and boilers, electric fireplaces, heat pump clothes dryers, and
induction kitchen stoves.

○
○

VERGE electrify is happening tomorrow:
https://events.greenbiz.com/events/verge-electrify/online/2021
5 things to consider::
■ If you are building a new building/home – consider heat pump technology,
there are many shapes and sizes to fit a variety of applications available
and easily adaptable in a new build. Always be sure to consider cold
climate or hyper heat models, and also make sure these are sized right!
■

If you are upgrading your heating system (or cooling) contact HCE or
Walking Mountains Sustainability for more info and consider heat pumps
(again-cold climate rated). We have guides we can provide to you and
know of contractors doing this work now.

■

If you are on propane, switching to a heat pump will likely save you
money… you should especially consider this upgrade if your current
HVAC is towards the end of its life.

■

If your HVAC system (any type of fuel) is towards the end of its life,
consider a heat pump for replacement… remember in 2030 we expect our
electric grid to be 100% renewable energy sources.

■

If you have electric baseboard heat, consider a heat pump instead, it
could save you up to 50% in electric usage/costs. That savings could help
you ensure everything else in your home is also upgraded to all-electric
(like your water heater, stove, dryer, and fireplace).

Tim Braun: R and H Apprenticeship Program
●

●

A lot of barriers as mentioned by Patricia and Nikki
○ Sending people to Grand Junction and Denver is hard, so we set up our own
apprenticeship program
○ 5 level program- technicians come in at level 1 → partner up with folks and must
complete certain classes
■ NATE certification that students can use to go anywhere
○ Several trades in the industry
■ Each have 5 levels (plumbers, piping technicians, sheet metal
technicians, etc.)
○ Have our own training room with all these technologies and mechanical
equipment to train and educate students and customers
COVID was a major curveball
○ Trying to refocus and figure out how we’re going to move forward
○ Any support or thoughts, please bring them forward

Beth: are you familiar with the Vail Valley Partnership Career Wise program? It is an
apprenticeship program for high school students in Eagle County. Could be a great entry point
into your apprenticeship program.
● Tim: students need to be a certain age for some aspects of the program

○

Great program for us to partner with and we are reaching out to the program

Transportation

● What should I be thinking about as a CAC Partner?
○
○
○

Is my organization investigating EVs for fleet vehicles where it’s possible?
Does my organization have a remote work policy in place or are they developing
one?
Are you (as an organization or individual) engaging in the public processes for
the infrastructure projects you’ve heard about today? Voices for sustainability are
critical to these conversations.

Stefan Johnson, CLEER
●

●
●

Energy office conducted consumer awareness study for CO about EV perceptions
○ ID’d opportunities to increase knowledge about EVs and combat myths
○ One of which was lack of info around tax credits for EV
○ Used findings from market research to bring in strategic communications firm to
create CO specific content
■ EVs are going to mainstream
■ Affordable and meet CO Rocky Mountain lifestyle --access trailheads, ski
resorts, etc.
○ Ford Electric F-150 is a good indicator for where the industry is going
○ Over next 18 months, look out for this content
Huge interest to resume in person EV workshops and ride&drives
○ CLEER will work with HCE, WM, and other partners to host these
Will be interesting for individual consumers and fleets
○ Got a call from a Glenwood Springs business with 25 vehicles who is interested
in an all-electric fleet

●
●

state grant funding window is open now through June 11th!
Eagle County now has 11 DC Fast Charger

Mike Steiner, Holy Cross Energy
●
●

●
●
●
●

Electrifying transportation is a huge goal for everyone
Many people interested in our commercial and community programs
○ We’ve been engaged in businesses for Level 2 infrastructure and many
communities for more DC charging
○ Have had some gas stations interested in the DC charger
New products available
○ Seeing some manufacturers being able to hit 10-12 min charge times
Grant application through CO Energy Office
○ HCE can support through the application process, even on home charging side
Through fall, we may see 100-120 plugs in service territory
Thanks to John Gitchell for going through the grant process and helping educate folks
on what we’re trying to do

Beth Markham, Town of Vail
●

●

●
●

●

●

4 electric buses have been received
○ 3 of 4 are in service, the last needs to finish up some testing and will be in
circulation soon
○ New goal to convert entire bus fleet to electric by 2032→ 33 buses
Charging infrastructure
○ Vail Transportation Center and Bus Barn are functional
■ Disallowing charging during peak demand periods
○ Got 4 level 3 fast chargers operating in Lionshead Short Term parking area
■ Small fee
○ Also have 24 level 2 chargers
GMV Synchromatics will help replace our bus system
○ Help with education and longer term planning efforts
SE Group presented draft recommendations for master plan to Town Council
○ New visioning on how West Vail commercial area can be redeveloped to
enhance connectivity for a variety of transportation modes
Workforce living within 5 miles
○ Approved development plan for a building that includes 72 deed restricted units
■ Looking to increase this for local workforce
SolePower kicks off next Monday, May 31!
○ Will run until Oct 11
○ Goal is to hit 60,000 miles of alternative commuting
○ Eagle County Gov is incentivizing their employees
○ Have great sponsors including Town of Avon, Vail Health, Quiet Cat, Eagle
County Gov
○ Last year we had a record number of participants with 280 logging 50,800
■ Raffle out quiet cat e-bike at end of season

●

E-bikes
○ Town of Vail will roll out e-bike ownership model that will launch in July
■ Program for income qualified essential workers
● E-bike with safety and basic maintenance training
● 60% or less of area median income, and must be essential worker
● Applications will go out in June
■ Providing them with alternative mode for commuting
■ Modeled after Denver pilot program
■ Partnering with NREL emission app to track user behavior and modes of
transit so participants can log
○ E-bike share
■ Ran pilot program last summer-- working to figure out regional solution
● Did not pan out due to a few challenges, but there’s interest to
eventually doing it

Eva Wilson, Town of Avon
●
●

●
●

Adopted resolution making Town of Avon EV-ready
Got awarded 2 additional chargers -DC Fast charger and a level 2 charger that will be
installed at Beaver Creek Place
○ By end of June
Upgrading electric bus charging infrastructure at bus barn
○ Have 2 proterra electric buses on board--hope to see them in winter
Submitting grant to help us with transit users and pedestrian mobility on US 6
○ Challenges to access bus stops
○ South Avon residents who are divided by US 6
○ Came up with strategy to allow crossing - install roundabout to promote traffic
calming and safe crossing
○ Crossings to connect 3 sets of bus stops

Bill Shrum, Town of Eagle
●

Town of Eagle conducted community survey between Jan and April 2021
○ Asked about working from home
○ Hours worked from home went up significantly
○ Future if you could work from home, more than 50% said yes, they’d like to work
from home at least partly
○ Have data where folks travel for work and buy goods
○ 71% of residents take a private vehicle
■ 17% work from home
○ 1200 responses which gives the survey validity
○ How do town’s strategic plan align with perspectives?
■ Asked about Climate Action Plan of 2017
● Ranked 4th
● 65% of the public says it aligns with their vision for the
community’s future

●

Town of Eagle upped employee contribution for down payment assistance from 15,000
to 40,000

Town of Minturn
●

●
●

Finished last infrastructure for EV charging station
○ Installing in center of town
○ Took longer than planned and needed a new transformer
○ June 7
Town Council voted to adopt 2020 Climate Action Plan
Recognizes discussion around fleet electrification, but no details yet

Tanya Allen, ECO Transit
●

●

●

3 new electric buses will be running out this summer
○ Charging infrastructure installed in Avon
○ Received a grant for 2 more for 2023
○ Have another grant application for on-route infrastructure
■ Will hopefully enable us to fully electrify a route
County Commissioners committed to accelerating the trail system by 2025
○ Large community fundraising efforts, outreach campaigns
○ More to come as we chip away at it this summer
○ Bridge project in Minturn and trail routing in Eagle-Vail area
ECO Transit was beneficiary of federal grant funding → looking for ways to add or
enhance transit for the winter season

John Gitchell, Eagle County EV Fleets
●

●

Replacing fleet vehicles with electric vehicles this year
○ To accommodate, we need to add more charging plugs
○ Have 22 plugs at 7 locations at large work centers and a few public offices
■ Adding 12 more plugs this summer at the Eagle County building in
partnership with the library nextdoor
■ 4 at the library, 8 at Eagle County fleet parking area
○ Likely be sedan fleet vehicles, but maybe an electric pick-up
MARS Initiative
○ Mobility, accessibility, and roadway safety
○ Initiative to develop safe bike routes through heavy traffic areas

Other Updates
●
●
●

Edwards and HCE rebates for e-bikes for $250
E-bike demo event on August 19th
Bike to work day is September 22

Education and Outreach

● What should I be thinking about as a CAC Partner?
○
○
○

Is my organization sharing the work we are doing for sustainability/climate action
regularly?
Am I communicating any perceived education gaps in the community with the
CAC Staff?
Is my organization doing education to locals on sustainability and climate? If so,
does that message align with the CAP and our priority actions?

Paul Abling, Walking Mountains Science Center
●

●
●

Trends with Benefits campaign→ incentivize employers to adopt work from home
policies
○ Drove a lot of traffic to that campaign
○ Traffic is down to date
CAC Site→ time being sent on the site has improved → people are spending more time
with content we are producing
Trends with Benefits creative:
○ Paused the paid campaign
○ Revisiting the campaign for summer launch with more of a sustainability focus
■ Determined there are a lot of people with work from home fatigue, and
people who are excited about it
■ Wanted to see what new normal looks like
○ Reconfiguring website

○

●

If we aren’t pushing it, we aren’t seeing traction
■ People were engaging with the content we wanted them to
○ People engaging with policies and confirmation for remote work policy
Climate Action Plan 2020
○ In April, we tripled traffic to that plan
○ Seen more action since we’ve launched it
○ Running sector group campaigns to remind public of priority actions and what
actions they can take
○ Will have free “There’s no junk in this trunk” bumper sticker for electric vehicle
drivers

Materials Management

● What should I be thinking about as a CAC Partner?
○
○
○
○

Is my organization composting and/or am I composting at home?
Is my organization responsible for large events or other activities and is there
composting available at those events?
Does my organization work with other local businesses and do we have the
opportunity to encourage other businesses to start composting?
Does my organization work with construction/demolition waste? If so, is my
organization doing it’s part to ensure this waste doesn’t end up in the landfill?

Nina Waysdorf, Walking Mountains Science Center
●

2020 Diversion Report
○ Recycling and diversion rate have increased

○

●

WM, with help from partners, does annual calculations to track waste diversion in
the county
○ Recycling Rate: 28% to 31%
■ Hit 2030 diversion rate goal!
○ Most categories increased
■ E-waste decreased but only by 8 tons
○ Tracked down more data to give more accurate look
○ Takeaways
■ 1) Want to continue to keep relationships up and continue to get data
■ 2) Now that we’ve hit 30%, we can keep going → can pinpoint priority
actions like C&D and yard waste
Zero Waste
○ Back this summer
○ GoPro Mountain Games will be the first big event

Jesse Masten, Eagle County
●
●

●

Excited about new connections with companies→ looking forward to having the
discussion of what’s next
C&D update
○ Year to date, we’ve diverted 341 tons of construction material→ concrete,
concrete with rebar, and clean dimensional lumber
■ Up 50%
○ Been getting some inquiries from contractors wanting to divert more and more
material
■ Word is getting out there in the construction world that the site exists and
outlets are available
you all can watch Jesse do a webinar on C&D for SWANA on June 10th
○ https://www.recyclecolorado.org/index.php?option=com_jevents&task=icalrepeat.
detail&evid=426&Itemid=142&year=2021&month=06&day=10&title=material-matt
ers-community-approaches-to-cad-waste-in-colorado&uid=f5f11b4a96c4a9c86a3
47361b81d4603

Beth Markham, Town of Vail
●

●

Partnering with Vail Honey Wagon to do a curbside compost program in West Vail
○ Working up to 100 residents participating in program
○ Using 5 gallon lock-in buckets provided by Honey Wagon
○ Real launch coming up in June
Town is subsidizing program by 50% → $8 a month during the pilot year!

Energy Supply

● What should I be thinking about as a CAC Partner?
○
○

Does my organization have an opportunity to develop local renewable energy
resources with storage?
Can my organization participate in any of Holy Cross Energy’s programs that
help enable the grid to be 100% renewable?

Mike Steiner, Holy Cross Energy
●
●

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

PuRE and PTB
PuRE contributions help us with energy efficiency rebates and go toward local
renewable projects
○ 1700 accounts enrolled with PuRE
Peak Time Payback
○ Contact members when we anticipate peak time events
○ Seen 1.7 MW reduction
○ Helps us reduce supply costs
Give tour of 5MW solar project on 33 acres
CMC project → Solar + Battery storage that will hopefully come online next year
Some other solar + storage in Rifle
RFP come out in early next year
Front range projects → 100MW wind farm
Holy Cross Board Election is happening
○ Have to be received by mail by June 10

Water + Fire Updates
●

What should I be thinking about as a CAC Partner?

○
○
○

How does my organization use water outdoors and have we considered the
efficiency of our system recently?
How can I (as an individual or with an organization) make changes to limit the
outdoor water I use?
If my entity has an opportunity to enforce land use regulations, do those
regulations support limiting/reducing consumptive use of water through outdoor
watering?

James Dilzell, Eagle River Watershed Council
The Bad
● Precipitation for water year (starts on Oct 1) is below average
○ Trending down
● Snow-water equivalent is about 69% of normal
● West overall is not doing well
○ Colorado River Basin is in D4→ highest level of drought
○ Much of the West is in various levels up to D4
● Significant probability that Lake Powell will drop near the level where they can no longer
create hydroelectric power
○ Have time before this happens to do good work
The Good
● Flows have risen to about the same level as last year
● Summer of restoration pictures
○ Tamarisk (a noxious weed) creates an issue with flows → worked on removing
these
○ Eagle River Water and Sanitation District have updated their tiers to combat high
outdoor water users
■ Tier 4 + 5 is unsustainable use
■ Not much water used for outdoor purposes makes its way back to
streams
■ Updated regulation that no longer allows individual personal outdoor
water features
● Can’t be constructed, enlarged, or updated
■ Rebates for water efficiency devices
● Community Water Plant has finally agreed on a flow model
○ Will be done by January 2023
● Water Working Group settled on outdoor water use as priority action
● Upcoming Events
○ Colorado River District is doing CO State of the River on May 27th
■ https://crwcd-org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Dx0t4druTUyF5KnOPXL
Fpg
○ Actively Green Responsible Landscaping Workshop: June 9
○ Whitney Creek Education Event (Homestake Valley Dam): July 22
○ Grizzly Creek Bike and Hike: September 2
○ Restoration Projects and River Report

●

■ Email volunteer@erwc.org
Eagle County and EC Conservation District have also partnered on installing 2
COAGMET stations to help homeowners and outdoor water users guide irrigation
decisions as well
○ http://www.coagmet.colostate.

Session 3: Guest Presentation
Eric Lovgren, Wildfire Mitigation Coordinator, Eagle County Sustainable Communities
●
●

●

●

●

●

In the west, there are alarming trends
Pyrocene, aka, Era of Mega-fires
○ 189 fires since 1997, only 9 from 1918-1996
○ Fire season stretches out longer - starts in the spring and goes through the fall
○ Fire season is not a term, it’s now fire year
Trend in acres burned:
○ Fires are more frequent but they are considerably larger
■ Not uncommon to have multiple fires burning at well over 100,000 acres
○ Burning intensely
■ Outside of natural fire regimes
■ Ponderosa Pine communities used to have natural fires about every 10
years
● Now, fire suppression and development have created a lot of fire
fuel, plus drought, plus potential for human caused fires have all
had major impacts
● Impacts to watershed, air quality, burning fires so hot that things
aren’t able to grow back for decades, even century
■ These trends are due to climate change
2020 Wildfire Season
○ Cameron Peak 208,913
○ East Troublesome- 193,812 acres
■ consumed 100,000 acres in the course of 24 hours
■ Sent embers up and over the continental divide
■ Both of these have never been seen before
2021 Wildfire Season outlook
○ Significant potential for large fire
■ Long-term drought
○ El Nino and La Nina storms have an effect
○ Forest Insects and Disease
■ Pinyon Ips Beetle → specializes in Pinyon pines
■ A lot of this as we stress out trees (bark beetles)
● Seen aspen decline, spruce bark beetle action, etc.
■ All sets the stage for larger fires
Need to take seriously the mitigation measures
○ Nowhere close to coming out of the drought

●

●
●

○ Trying to build off past successes
Mitigation works!
○ Gives firefighters footholds to stop fires before they get big
○ Individual efforts on parcel level scales can make a big difference
■ Adapting to fire not unlike the way plants and animals do
○ Community protection, defensible spaces, built environment, evacuation, access
for emergency responders
○ The more work upfront we can do, the better the end outcomes
■ One study: for every $1 spent on mitigation effort, $300 return
■ For other communities, 500:1
○ REALFire program
■ Works with homeowners
■ Not enough emergency responders, so there’s a personal responsibility
element
■ Look at exterior of structure, landscapers
■ Parcel level projects and community/landscape scale
Eagle Valley Wildland Team
○ Partnership between Eagle and Eagle River fires
Prescribed Fires
○ Burned more acreage with prescribed fire this spring than we had in the last 10
years
■ Eagle County, Eagle, Gypsum, Vail, Avon, USFS/BLM land
○ Managing built environment, human environment, natural environment

Kim: for HOAs/multi-family units, can REALFire apply?
● Eric: yes, HOA has the common space under one controlling party so this works
○ Duplexes can be more challenging because you need both parties on board
Susie: Is there an Ips beetle treatment
● Eric: yes, a few options: cut and replace for trees that are infested
○ Preventive sprays and pheromone packs for trees that haven’t been infested yet

Call for sustainability stories!! Send to Kim by June 2
Next Meeting: Monday, August 30th 2021

